06 mazda

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I was very satisfied with
this dealer. He stayed open longer on a Saturday for me. He showed me three different cars and
was very helpful. I would recommend this dealer. Great job getting back with me. Sorry I could
make it from Denver, but keep in touch , looking forward to looking again at the cars from your
lot. Thank you. Was very prompt in returning my calls and emails to make sure if they can
helped me or not. Just did not have the vehicle I was looking for. Spoke to Steve initially and he
was very helpful in providing details but I've been chasing him since the past few days to only
reach his voice-mail. I guess the dealership is very picky on who their customer needs to be?
Thanks you , this dealer was excellent, exceptional customer service! Got the car for my son,
we were so satisfied. Very very bad 2 day after the engine it's not good I call them and then say
one of the owners don't call me don't bother me take me to the courts Don't believe this
company. I was planning to buy this truck for my father called the dealership to let them know in
advance I was interested in the car when I got there there was no one to help me when I found
the truck on my own I discovered it was in very poor condition and not ready for sale so we left.
Asked for service history and Carfax since I live far away from the dealer. Emailed me back
saying it is available and when I would come in for a test drive We called after we sent a request
for info. He gave us a price then we had our brother-in-law go look at the vehicle for us since we
were coming a great distance and he gave my brother-in-law 2 other higher prices then we were
told. We were told the truck was in great shape but when my brother-in-law opened the doors
rust pored out along with other abnormalities. Obviously this dealer is not very good at his job.
We will never recommend this place to anyone! They sold me a the car with the timing belt
nearly gone, if i would have kept driving it without it being fixed the engine would have been
damaged beyond repair. I would have bought the car regardless, but they weren't forthcoming
with that information which i don't appreciate. I would advise any buyer to beware of any "as is"
sales. Donnie Rockets provided a "Rocket Response" and was honest and fair over the phone.
When I went to the lot, they had several other vehicles on the lot not posted online, that should
be. All priced fairly and seem like reliable cars. Have not made a purchase from them or anyone
yet. They will be the first in mind when time to decide. This two brothers are great and excellent
in what they do. Exceptional Service. Highly recommended. Very courteous, and
straightforward. Will give you a good deal. I will do business with them again and again.
Friendly, helpful and I love my 4 runner I purchased from them. Thank you so much for a
wonderful experience. Very nice and friendly staff. Opened to offer different ways to get the
business done. I highly recommend. This dealer has "cash" cars and a wide variety. Decent
pricing for what you get, but i decided on a different route. They were nice guys willing to work
with you. I might be back some day. My experience was good. I purchased a Ford Focus there.
The owners are very nice people. I would recommend Universal Auto Credit to anyone that is
looking to purchase quality used cars. They were diligent in trying to help me find the right
vehicle, and very patient with my questions. Good job. I talked with one of their salesman, and
he was nice and tried to help, I did not have the ability to go there, and check out his inventory.
Shady workers. Tried to sell us a car that had a broken door. They never did. The entire
experience was great, we were working with an experienced, professional, and genuine team.
Danny was awesome! He even changed his work schedule to could accommodate ours! We will
absolutely use the Jim Clark team again in the future. For , the Mazda 6 sedans, five-door
hatchbacks, and wagons were available in a wide variety of trim packages. New for the year was
a high-end Grand Sport package, which added such features as heated seats, xenon
high-intensity headlights, heated exterior mirrors, a power glass sunroof, and a Bose audio
system to an already extensive list of features. Other trim packages included the Sport and
Grand Touring packages, in addition to the base models. The Mazda 6 vehicles came with either
i or s designations, which referred to the size of the engine. Sedans and hatchbacks with the i
designation were equipped with a horsepower, 2. A five-speed manual transmission was
standard for base and Sport packages, while either a five-speed automatic or a six-speed
automatic was standard on the higher-end Grand Touring and Grand Sport packages. Drivers
were attracted to the Mazda 6 vehicles for their smooth handling, comfortable interiors, sporty
styling, and good value. Some drivers noted minor problems with the cars, but since most of
the cars are still under warranty, these problems have proven to be easily resolved. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help

with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Image Not Available. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Comes equipped with: Air
Conditioning. We will review the technician's vehicle inspection report with you before
purchase. Our intention is to provide you a completely transparent buying experience. Bring it
back! We are just south of the Citadel Mall on the corner of Academy and Bijou. It is equipped
with a Manual transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Visit A Plus Auto
Center online at Mazda3 s trim. If you're shopping for a small, inexpensive sedan or hatchback,
this car should be at the top of your list. Please visit our website at Price does not include a
charge for 0. This Mazda Mazda3 4dr I features a 2. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is RED with a Other interior. We will buy your car even if you don't
buy ours! Good credit, or bad credit, we are able to offer rates as low as 3. Come to the
Sherman Oaks region and consult with us about selling your car. Our low overhead allows us to
offer you more money. If you are in need of returning a lease, come to our dealership and we
may even be able to buy out your lease return and save you penalty fees, especially if you are
over your mileage limit or have a minor damage on your car! Call or visit our Pre-owned Car
Dealership today! This is it! Your Mazda is here! Come and get it! It has everything you need!
Hablamos Espanol. Falamos Portuguese. Auto Provider also has many financing options to
choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about your auto financing needs and we will
provide you with your solutions. Disclaimer: Price excludes tax, tag, and any other applicable
fees related to purchase. Price subject to change without notice. All of our Pre-Owned vehicles
are fully inspected and reconditioned to our high standard. McDonald Automotive is a family
owned dealer group, dedicated to community involvement and ensuring that we provide the
very best quality vehicles for over 50 years. Please call us today at for more information. Please
verify all information and options with a sales representative. Easy Financing options for
everyone. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Type Sedan 1, Hatchback Engine Details Transmission Automatic 2,
Manual Engine Type Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently
added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Title issue. No accidents. Not provided. New
Listing. Check Availability. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Home Mazda Mazda 3
Used Mazda 3. Overall Consumer Rating. The little Mazda that could. I'm leaving my original
review below followed by the stars as I still believe and stand by everything I've written about
this car in the past. Now, in with , miles on the clock I've changed the upper motor mount and
had the rusted exhaust hanger rods replaced and the car has been trouble free as always. I'm a
little remiss in saying that I recently committed to buying a Toyota FJ and will be selling the
Mazda. Finding a buyer who wants a car with a 5 speed transmission is getting harder these
days, but whoever scoops it up is going to get themselves one hellova great used car. A new
replacement couldn't be found, so a judicious application of sealant was applied to the outer
sealing edge to prevent air from being ingested and the code hasn't returned in over a year. The
engine is still running like new, with no oil consumption or other issues causing a loss of
confidence in this fine powerplant. Two years ago I changed all of the cooling hoses and
thermostat as a matter of routine maintenance, but to get at the PCV valve the plastic intake
manifold needed to be removed since the valve is mounted to the engine block and can't be
accessed any other way-I think that's a pretty poor design that came from the Ford camp. I
thought leather seats heated were a waste of money until I used them for a while, then i found
the material quality and heat feature to be worth the cost. The upgraded Bose audio system is
superb, out performing sound systems in many costlier cars I've been in. The four cylinder
engine performs flawlessly and although it isn't the most powerful plant on the market it is
adequate for the size of the Mazda 3, only being taxed when climbing long inclines. My car is
equipped with the standard 5 speed manual transmission so I can't speak to how the 2. My only
complaint about the powertrain is that the hydraulic clutch is too soft for my taste. Having other
manual transmission cars with conventional and cable actuated clutches presents no problems
for me, but after having owned my 3 since new in I STILL occasionally stall the car when coming
off the clutch from a dead stop, making me feel like a newbie which I certainly am not. Above all,
the BEST feature of this car, and another one I thought would be insignificant, are the rain
sensing windshield wipers. A friend had told me that this feature on his BMW seems to think
faster than he does, actuating the wipers when a truck splashed him in traffic. I didn't quite
believe this until it happened to me, and I'll be damned, those wipers really DO come on at high
speed just as your brain tells you to hit the switch. Having this feature in an economy classed
car is fantastic, and needless to say I've been spoiled now and want these wipers in every car I
own from here on. I've driven 85, event free miles in my Mazda 3 with only oil changes, front

struts and tire replacements in those miles. The front struts needed replacement around 50k
along with the lower control arms, which I thought were worn out way too early. Shortly
following those repairs the car needed rear brakes, and I changed the fine wire spark plugs at
that time also because I feel weird letting them go to , miles. Recently the car needed lower
control arms again, and something in the rear of the car is making a clunking noise over bumps
that was traced to a worn sway bar mount. The car has developed a nasty habit of randomly
setting a P lean fuel trim code that I haven't been able to track down, but the car drives and
performs well otherwise. Overall this car is a solid performer, handling and braking very nicely,
and returning great gas mileage when driven on the highway. As with the other Asian cars in my
household I'm dismayed to find the rubber products like engine mounts and suspension
components wearing too quickly, but guess this is how money is saved in the long run by car
companies. Buy a Mazda 3 and enjoy ease of parking, a decent hauling capacity, and the Zoom
Zoom thrill of driving excitement while your money stays in your pocket as you avoid expensive
repair costs. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been
in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

